Meeting time/date
- Meetings are at 5:00 on Mondays

Bulletin board
- Bulletin board in Sloan Hall
- Interactive, large poster, examples of materials

Internships
- Internship meeting on January 13th
  - Aerospace internships
  - General internships

Rings
- Find a furnace that can melt and form the silver
  - Furnace will be used outside (mobile cart design)
- Get new leadership team for the rings project
- Possibly build the furnace during MA meetings
- Wait on rings until later in the semester
- Discuss on Monday 16th meeting (furnace, location, leadership)

Blade smithing
- Place on hold in favor of the ring project

Ambassadors
- Need new ambassadors for MA
- Class talks about MSE and MA
  - Engineering 120, MSE 201, MSE 202, MSE 321
    - Raine: MSE 202 (M, W, F at 9:10-10:00AM)
- Spring ALIVE meeting in ETRL, show off the labs through stations
  - Interactive demos in the labs